Visual Arts, Folk and Traditional Arts, & Museums

21C Museum

- **Age Range:** 2-21
- **Discipline:** Visual Arts
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - 21c Louisville was founded in 2006 and is now one of nine 21c locations that make up a multi-venue museum dedicated to expanding access to contemporary art. Featuring a range of artists and artworks that have been presented at 21c locations, our Cultural Pass offerings provide activities for the whole family. Take a virtual scavenger hunt through 21c Cincinnati’s exhibition, "Dress Up, Speak Up: Regalia and Resistance"; play along and read a story about our iconic penguins; and learn more about different artists’ processes and build your own works of art with materials in your home. Come back and visit us again and again: new activities will be added throughout the summer! We look forward to hosting you.
ArtEcoTech

• **Age Range:** 1-21  
• **Discipline:** Visual Arts  
• **Cultural Pass Offerings:**  
  o The Cultural pass page will include a video of Naturalists and photographers identifying native plants and animals, teaching how to photograph nature, and a checklist of species.  
  o Participants will be encouraged to identify and photograph their flora and fauna and upload those photos as a virtual exhibit.  
  o The pieces could then be printed as an exhibit at some point. All this can be created in your home with a phone.

Arts Council of Southern Indiana and Arts Alliance Southern Indiana

• **Age Range:** 1-21  
• **Discipline:** Visual Arts, Literature/Poetry  
• **Cultural Pass Offerings:**  
  o Due to COVID-19, AASI’s in-person programs have been postponed or canceled. With the help of technology, we are still able to implement an altered version of Art on the Move to reach audiences. This includes artists doing 15- to 30-minute videos of Art Classes, Sing-a-long and story time which we are adding to our website and social media pages to maintain engagement every day.

Asia Institute- Crane House

• **Age Range:** 6-21  
• **Discipline:** Visual Arts, Ethnic  
• **Cultural Pass Offerings:**  
  o Asia Institute - Crane House (AICH) will be offering virtual demonstrations on origami paper folding, which is often
associated with Japanese culture. We will have hands-on activities for participants 6 and up.

**BallotBox/Louisville Metro**
- **Age Range:** 9-21
- **Discipline:** Public Art and Visual Art
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - BallotBox is a Louisville Visual Art exhibit for Louisville Metro Hall curated by Skylar Smith. BallotBox uses an intersectional lens to examine past and present voting rights and connections between this year's 100th Anniversary of the 19th Amendment, the 55th Anniversary of the Voting Rights Act; and the presidential and state-wide elections. 2020 is a significant year for reflection on what a vote is worth, while also considering contemporary voter engagement and the monumental efforts in past decades to secure voting rights in the United States. Using art as a catalyst for community engagement, BallotBox will explore issues related to voting rights, democracy, and citizenship to inspire voter engagement and create a public dialog about how we can build a more equitable democracy. Cultural Pass participants can view artwork from the exhibition, answer questions from the artists, and participate in an online dialog about voting rights!

**Bourne-Schweitzer Gallery**
- **Age Range:** 1-20
- **Discipline:** Design, Visual Arts
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - The gallery exhibits the work of local, regional and international artists.
The Cultural pass page will include videos from multiple artists, images of their work, talking about, or creating their work.

Participants will be encouraged to select an artist and an artwork and recreate that work and take a photograph.

Participants can photograph the re-creation and upload it to our site as a virtual exhibit.

The pieces could then be printed as an exhibit at some point.

All this can be created with things and people that you have in your home and a phone.

Carnegie Center for Art and History:

- **Age Range:** 5-18
- **Discipline:** Visual Arts, Museum
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - The Carnegie Center offers interactive options for children of all ages, featuring a unique combination of art and history. Middle schoolers can "choose your own adventure" based on the current art exhibition. Kids in grades K-5 can become a "Home History Detective" with a simple project and art activity that investigates family heirlooms. Children of all ages can create art at home with recorded tutorials by our museum educators, using common art materials. Families in need may request free materials and instructions by mail or for pick-up beginning June 15 by emailing info@carnegiecenter.org.

Commonwealth Theatre Center

- **Age Range:** 13-21
- **Discipline:** Visual Arts and Media Arts
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - Art & Selfie-Awareness
• An artistic and introspective experience designed for teens and young adults to process creatively during tense times. Video offering a calming guided meditation, a selfie acting project about Emotional Literacy and a visual art project.

Conrad-Caldwell House Museum
• **Age Range:** 0-6; 7-21
• **Discipline:** Historic Buildings, Landmarks
  Literature/Poetry/Writing, Fashion Design, Museum
• **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  o Join us for Storytime with Nanny. The Caldwell's nanny will read a book written during the Conrad-Caldwell period (1850-1940) and we will follow it up with an easy to make craft with supplies you should have on hand at home. New story each month! (ages 0-6)
  o Join us for a look at how the changing fashions of women's clothes mirrored the changes in women's roles and rights from the Civil War to the 1920's. We will take a closer look at some great dresses that the Conrad-Caldwell House has but few get a chance to see as well as discuss how the changes in fashion affected women. (ages 7-21)

Farmington Historic Plantation
• **Age Range:** 5-21
• **Discipline:** Folk & Traditional Arts, Historic Buildings, Landmarks, Museum
• **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  o Explore Farmington Historic Plantation to learn about the lives of the people on a nineteenth century Kentucky hemp operation. Learn about the importance of hemp agriculture to
the Commonwealth and the nation. Explore the lives of the Speed family and almost 70 enslaved people who worked the fields, gardens, cared for livestock. Explore the plantation Abraham Lincoln visited in 1841 and learn about his friendship with Joshua Speed's family. We will show you how primary source evidence, including archaeology, letters, documents, and family stories tell the Farmington story.

The Filson Historical Society
- **Age Range:** 4-14
- **Discipline:** Arts Education, Fashion, Folk and Historical Arts
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - Patterns and instructions for making paper dolls
  - Coloring sheets made from historical photographs and posters
  - Virtual puzzles based on historical images from our collections
  - "How to" videos for projects at home

Frazier History Museum
- **Age Range:** 2-12
- **Discipline:** Arts Education, Historic Buildings, Landmarks, Museum
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - We will be sharing a variety of educational activities based on our museum's physical and virtual exhibits, including Celebrating the Sounds of Kentucky, our Great Louisville Hunt, and our History All Around You initiative.

Halo ArtSeed Community Gallery
- **Age Range:** 1-21
- **Discipline:** Visual Arts and Design
• **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  o The cultural pass page will include a video that teaches the principles of photography.
  o There will be instructions to create a vanitas still-life.
  o Participants can photograph the still-life and upload it to our site as a virtual exhibit.
  o The pieces could then be printed as an exhibit at some point.
  o All this can be created with things you have in your home and a phone.

---

**Kentucky Derby Museum**

• **Age Range:** 8-21
• **Discipline:** Literature, Poetry, Writing, Museum
• **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  • (1 of 5) African-Americans in Racing - Told In Five Artifacts
  • African Americans played a prominent role in the success of the Kentucky Derby. Fifteen of the first twenty-eight jockeys to win the race were black. We’ve selected five artifacts from the Kentucky Derby Museum collection to tell five stories of contributions made by black horsemen.
  • We will follow the virtual program with a writing prompt - “Jimmy Winkfield was the last black jockey to win the Kentucky Derby in 1902. What do you think are the reasons for this?”

---

**Kentucky Derby Museum**

• **Age Range:** 8-14
• **Discipline:** Visual Art and Folk and Traditional Arts
• **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  • Description: Salt painting is a way to create a unique artwork with a textured surface. Rather than just painting the surface of a paper, you are simply filling the surface/stencil with salt
to get a unique textured surface. This salt surface then absorbs the watercolors and blends them to create a beautiful work of art. This Salt Painting is also a Science Experiment and a fun way to combine art and science together. It is also a visual and hands-on way for children to learn about absorption as they transform their white glue drawings into colorful designs.

- **Materials:**
  - Cardstock/cardboard/cereal box, Squeeze bottle of glue, Table salt, Watercolor/Liquid Watercolor/Food coloring, Paint brushes/droppers
- **Activities:** We will explore famous artist Peter Max’s artwork from the Kentucky Derby collection.

### Kentucky Science Center
- **Age Range:** 8-21
- **Discipline:** Museum
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - Join us for content that lets you Do science at home!

### Kentucky Museum of Art and Craft (KMAC)
- **Age Range:** 0-18
- **Disciplines:** Museum, Visual Arts, Fashion Design
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - Join us for a Virtual Field Trip to KMAC Museum! The Virtual Field Trip slideshow will take us through an exhibition called Heavy Lifting, featuring six paintings by the contemporary artist Summer Wheat. The field trip includes videos where we talk about the way Summer creates her paintings and the types of imagery she uses in her work. We will ask questions and look for answers in the details of her paintings. We also have a writing and drawing activity for
you to do at home, inspired by Summer Wheat: Heavy Lifting!

- Join us for a Virtual Field Trip to KMAC Museum! The Virtual Field Trip slideshow takes a look at fashion designs created by the artist Wende Cudmore. Wende made these designs over the past six years as part of KMAC Couture, an annual fashion show hosted by KMAC! You can get a close look at Wende's designs and her unusual materials through pictures and videos. We will learn about the ways that art and fashion are connected, ask questions, and get creative with a writing and drawing activity. We also have tips for creating your own mood board at home, using inspiration from whatever is around you!
- Get introduced to artist Julie Baldyga with a KMAC activity sheet! Julie's oil pastel work shoes heavenly bodies as she imagines them. Read about her work and follow along with an activity that will help you create your own portrait of paradise!

**Looking for Lilith Theatre Company**
- **Age Range:** 5-21
- **Discipline:** Visual Arts
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - This summer is the 100th Anniversary of the 19th Amendment giving women the right to vote!! Did you know that Louisville women worked along side national leaders like Ida B. Wells and Susan B Anthony to help get women the right to vote? Did you know the suffragists used both performing and visual arts in their movement for change? Join Looking for Lilith Theatre Company as we engage in the art forms of the movement to learn about our local suffragists.
Louisville Children’s Museum

- **Age Range:** 2-12
- **Discipline:** Culinary Arts, Historic Buildings, Landmarks, Museum
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - Come choose your own adventure with Louisville Children's Museum! We'll explore Louisville through a lens of imagination, creativity and tactile learning through our four part Listen.Learn.Create series. Choose one adventure at a time or come back for all four as we investigate the rich history, landmarks, and influences of Pioneers and the Wilderness Trail, Native Americans in Kentucky, the Ohio River, and important Kentuckians. Each of the four lessons will include hands-on learning through a main activity, scavenger hunt picture clues you can find around Louisville with your family to promote further investigation, and supplemental activities where you can learn more. Come grow with us!

Louisville Visual Art (LVA)

- **Age Range:** 3-21
- **Discipline:** Visual Arts
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - Create a bookmark with Louisville Visual Art to go with your summer reading books! Make monsters or mermaids, cows or kittens, your brothers and sisters, or maybe the characters in your book. We are using paper and origami with some imagination to keep that place in your book before you go to sleep at night, or take a walk with your family. (For ages 7 & up, or 3 & up with help.)
Louisville Water Tower

- **Age Range:** 5-21
- **Discipline:** Museum, Historic Buildings
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - Did you know we never get new water? It’s true, what you use for washing hands, cooking dinner and staying hydrated has been around for millions of years! Join Louisville Water Tower Park staff on a Cultural Pass adventure through the Water Cycle. Using our WaterWorks Museum as the backdrop, visitors will learn cool facts and complete activities designed to help them become water scientists.

Metro Parks and Recreation- Iroquois Ampitheater

- **Age Range:** 15
- **Discipline:** Visual Art, Media Arts
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - Free movies!

Muhammad Ali Center

- **Age Range:** 10-21
- **Discipline:** Literature, Poetry, Writing
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - What is your "Red Bike Moment?" When Muhammad Ali—then Cassius Marcellus Clay—was twelve years old, a thief stole his new red Schwinn bicycle outside of the annual Louisville Home Show. Yet, this moment of loss transformed into opportunity of great significance in Ali's life. Through this offering, students will find out how Ali’s stolen bike became a catalyst for his boxing career and set him on the pathway to discover his purpose in life at an early age. Students will discover their own "Red Bike Moments" and will utilize Ali’s story as motivation for positive thought and action.
Museum of the American Printing House for the Blind

- **Age Range:** 6-18
- **Discipline:** Museum
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - We will offer a braille writing demonstration and then offer braille writing activities via our Braillebug page.

Portland Museum

- **Age Range:** 1-21
- **Discipline:** Museum
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - Explore Louisville's river heritage through permanently-displayed dioramas, life-sized mannequins, automated soundtrack, video documentaries, and an animatronic Captain Mary Miller -- with Cultural Pass 2020, we will be making all of this available online for the first time!

Riverside, the Farnsley-Moremen Landing

- **Age Range:** 6-21
- **Discipline:** Museum, Landmarks
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - Take a virtual tour of the 1837 Farnsley-Moremen House and hear from archaeologists and historians about how we use evidence to tell the stories of people who lived on this farm long ago. Enjoy some engaging and fun activities to learn how to be a "history detective."
Sacred Heart School for the Arts
- **Age Range:** 4-13
- **Discipline:** Visual Arts
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - SHSA will have three activity options to choose from that will allow students to choose which discipline they are most interested in: a Visual Art Project, A Puppet Show and A New Dance to learn. Students do not have to complete all three activities.

Speed Art Museum
- **Age Range:** 11-13 (Option 1), 8-10 (Option 2), 5-7 (Option 3)
- **Discipline:** Visual Arts
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - Option 1
    - **Still Life (ages 11-13)**
      - In this activity, geared toward ages 11-13, children will be asked to look at a still life from the Speed’s collection and consider questions related to what they see. For example, what hidden symbolism might be discovered in the different flowers used in an arrangement? They will then watch an art-making video that teaches them how to press flowers and make their own still life arrangements.
  - Option 2
    - **Landscapes (ages 8-10)**
      - In this activity, geared toward ages 8-10, children will be asked to look at a landscape from the Speed’s collection and consider questions related to what they see. For example, what is happening in the foreground, middle ground, and background of this landscape? They will then watch an art-making video that encourages them to create torn paper landscapes.
Option 3

- Portraits (ages 5-7)
- In this activity, geared toward ages 5-7, children will be asked to look at a portrait from the Speed’s collection and consider questions related to what they see. For example, what clues has the artist included that tell us something about the woman in this painting? They will then watch an art-making video that encourages them to make portraits using recycled items found around their house.

Waterfront Botanical Gardens

- **Age Range:** 5-18
- **Discipline:** Gardens, Parks, Folk and Traditional Arts
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - Join Waterfront Botanical Gardens as we explore the east Asian art form of bonsai. Cultural pass holders will learn about the history of bonsai, view examples from our collection, create a bonsai craft, and be inspired to write a garden themed haiku.

Young Authors Greenhouse

- **Age Range:** 6-18
- **Discipline:** Literature/Poetry/Writing, Public Art, Visual Arts
- **Cultural Pass Offerings:**
  - Petals and Poetry
  - Seeking and Creating Hope
  - A poetry and art program for students to share and document their thoughts and feelings—all submissions will be considered for publication in a book about the experiences of our city’s young people during the pandemic.
  - Students will embark on a journey of discovery, joy, and gratitude. Students will search for fallen petals and nature to
create a collage that reflects their thoughts and feelings. After the collages are created, students will then turn to poetry and write odes, celebratory poems that give thanks. We encourage the poets to write odes to healthcare workers, teachers, grocery workers, friends, family, or anyone who is on their mind right now! Students will then use their collages to inspire their writing and describe the person using Golden Details—sight, smell, hearing, taste, touch, alliteration, simile, personification, and metaphor—sharing hope and kindness while we are Healthy at Home.